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Designed by Jean Marie Massaud
Jean Marie Massaud’s latest creations were conceived for a functional and contemporary home, expressing a
style and a way of living in which formal simplicity doesn’t exclude creativity, quality, innovation and a
sophisticated aesthetics.
The designer extends Yale X’s project idea to the night area, proposing again Yale’s softness and comfort for the
headboard, as well as the refined aesthetics of the sofa’s stand as the hallmark of the bedframe.
The bed concept means a welcoming headboard, capable to offer the best comfort to relax, read or watch TV, a
good mattress and a comfortable pillow.
The bed is offered in two different versions – with low headboard h 90 cm and with high headboard h 103 cm –
with fabrics or leather coating, to meet different comfort needs and taste requirements.

STRUCTURE
Structure in extruded aluminium, die-cast legs in aluminium.
The structure is painted matt in the colours white, bronze and black nickel.
The upholstery in fabric or leather covers every part of the headboard and is completely removable.
These contrasting seams characterise and identify the Yale Bed collection, only for the high headboard variant.
Available in the colours white, medium grey and anthracite, which can be selected and combined by the client.

MATRESS
MDF Italia offers 4 typologies of mattresses in 3 different dimensions:160x200 cm, 180x200 cm, 200x200 cm.
- Clima: orthopaedic Bonnell biconical spring mattress made of hardened and phosphatised steel (Ø 2,2 mm, 360
springs measuring 170x200 cm).
- Comfort: “Individually Boxed” spring mattress that provides exceptional standard of comfort due to: springs are
independent and “individually boxed”, springs sections are divided into differentiated-support sections.
- Comfort Plus: “Individually Boxed” spring mattress with a “Box System” combined to the structural cover made
of Perforated MIND FOAM visco-elastic sheet in thermal sensitive material, that guarantee an excellent comfort
whatever is the position.
- Forma: mattress made of a mono-bloc of an “ecological” product, called Waterlily™. The cellular structure of
Waterlily™ enables the mattress to transpire, avoiding any retention of heat and humidity.

YALE BED | LOW HEADBOARDS

H/D/L

W160
160x220 H90 cm

W180
180x220 H90 cm

W200
200x220 H90 cm

YALE BED | HIGH HEADBOARDS
beds CLIMA, COMFORT, FORMA

W160
160x220 H103 cm

W180
180x220 H103 cm

W200
200x220 H103 cm

Finish options
STRUCTURE
Matt painted

Matt painted
bronze X100

Matt painted
black nickel
X101

Matt painted
white X053

